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Abstract:
The distribution of entangled states across the nodes of a future quantum internet will unlock
fundamentally new technologies. Here we report on the realization of a three-node
entanglement-based quantum network. We combine remote quantum nodes based on
diamond communication qubits into a scalable phase-stabilized architecture, supplemented

20

with a robust memory qubit and local quantum logic. In addition, we achieve real-time
communication and feed-forward gate operations across the network. We demonstrate two
quantum network protocols without post-selection: the distribution of genuine multipartite
entangled states across the three nodes and entanglement swapping through an intermediary
node. Our work establishes a key platform for exploring, testing and developing multi-node

25

quantum network protocols and a quantum network control stack.

One Sentence Summary:
1
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A quantum network of three remote nodes is realized and used to demonstrate two quantum
network protocols.
Main Text:
Future quantum networks sharing entanglement across multiple nodes (1, 2) will enable a range of
5

applications such as secure communication, distributed quantum computing, enhanced sensing and
fundamental tests of quantum mechanics (3–8). Efforts in the past decade have focused on
realizing the building blocks of such a network: quantum nodes capable of establishing remote
entangled links as well as locally storing, processing and reading out quantum information.
Entanglement generation via optical channels between a pair of individually controlled qubits has

10

been demonstrated with trapped ions and atoms (9–12), diamond Nitrogen-Vacancy (NV) centers
(13, 14) and quantum dots (15, 16). In addition, a number of quantum network primitives have
been explored on these elementary two-node links, including non-local quantum gates (17, 18) and
entanglement distillation (19). Moving these qubit platforms beyond two-node experiments has so
far remained an outstanding challenge due to the combination of several demanding requirements.

15

Multiple high-performance quantum nodes are needed that include a communication qubit with an
optical interface as well as an efficient memory qubit for storage and processing. Additionally, the
individual entanglement links need to be embedded into a multi-node quantum network, requiring
a scalable architecture and multi-node control protocols.
Here we report on the realization and integration of all elements of a multi-node quantum network:

20

optically-mediated entanglement links connected through an extensible architecture, local memory
qubit and quantum logic, and real-time heralding and feed-forward operations. We demonstrate
the full operation of the multi-node network by running two key quantum network protocols. First,
we establish Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) entangled states across the three nodes. Such
2
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distributed genuine multipartite entangled states are a key ingredient for many network
applications (2) such as anonymous transmission (20), secret sharing (21), leader election (22) and
clock stabilization (8). Second, we perform entanglement swapping through an intermediary node,
which is the central protocol for entanglement routing on a quantum network enabling any-to-any
5

connectivity (23, 24). Due to efficient coherence protection on all qubits, combined with real-time
feed-forward operations, these protocols are realized in a heralded fashion, delivering the final
states ready for further use. This capability of heralding successful completion of quantum
protocols is critical for scalability; its demonstration here presents a key advance from earlier
experiments using photons (25) and quantum memories (26).

10

Our network is composed of three spatially separated quantum nodes (Fig. 1A-B), labelled Alice,
Bob and Charlie. Each node consists of an NV center electronic spin as communication qubit. In
addition, the middle node Bob uses a Carbon-13 nuclear spin as a memory qubit. Initialization and
single-shot readout of the communication qubits are performed through resonant optical excitation
and measurement of state-dependent fluorescence (14). Universal quantum logic on the electronic-

15

nuclear register is achieved through tailored microwave pulses delivered on chip (27). The nodes
are connected through an optical fiber network for the quantum signals, as well as classical
communication channels for synchronizing the control operations and relaying heralding signals
(see below).
Remote entanglement generation hinges on indistinguishability between emitted photons. For NV

20

centers in high-purity low-strain diamond devices, the optical transition frequencies show
relatively minor variations (few GHz). We remove the remaining offsets by using DC Stark tuning
at each node via bias fields generated on chip (Fig. 1C). We are thus able to bring the relevant

3
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optical transitions of all three nodes to the same frequency, which we choose to be the zero-bias
frequency of Bob.
Establishing remote entanglement in a network architecture
To generate remote entanglement between a pair of nodes (i.e. one elementary link) a single5

photon protocol is used (28, 29) (Fig. 2A). The communication qubits of the nodes are each
prepared in a superposition state

α = α 0 + 1 − α 1 . At each node, pulsed optical

excitation, that is resonant only for the 0 state, and subsequent photon emission deterministically
create an entangled state between the communication qubit and the presence/absence of a photon
(the flying qubit). The photonic modes from the two nodes are then interfered on a beam-splitter,
10

removing the which-path information. The beam-splitter closes an effective interferometer formed
by the optical excitation and collection paths. Detection of a single photon after the beam-splitter

(

)

heralds the state ψ± ≈ 01 ±e iΔθ 10 / 2 between the two communication qubits, where the

± sign depends on which of the two detectors clicked and Δθ is the optical phase difference
between the two arms of the effective interferometer (27). Experimentally, this phase difference is
15

set to a known value by stabilizing the full optical path using a feedback loop (14, 16). This scheme
yields states at maximum fidelity 1 − α at a rate ≈ 2 α pdet , with pdet the probability that an
emitted photon is detected.
Scaling this entangling scheme to multiple nodes requires each elementary link to be phase
stabilized independently (Fig. 2B), posing a number of new challenges. The different links, and

20

even different segments of the same link, will generally be subject to diverse noise levels and
spectra. Additionally, the optical power levels used are vastly different, from microwatts for the

4
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excitation path to attowatts for the single-photon heralding station, requiring different detector
technologies for optimal signal detection. We solve these challenges with a hybrid phase
stabilization scheme that is scalable to an arbitrary number of nodes. We decompose the effective
interferometer for each link into three independently addressable interferometers and stabilize each
5

separately (see Fig. 2C for the Alice-Bob link; the link Bob-Charlie is phase-stabilized in an
analogous and symmetric way, see Figs. S5-8).
First, each node has its own local stabilization that uses unbalanced heterodyne phase detection
(Fig. 2C, left). In comparison to the previous homodyne stabilization method (14), this enables us
to obtain a higher bandwidth phase signal from the small part of the excitation light that is reflected

10

from the diamond surface (≈1%) by boosting it with a strong reference-light beam at a known
frequency offset. Moreover, this scheme allows for optimal rejection of the reflected excitation
light by polarization selection, thus preventing excitation light from entering the single-photon
path towards the heralding detectors and creating false entanglement heralding events. The
measured phase signals are fed back on piezoelectric-mounted mirrors to stabilize the local

15

interferometers.
Second, the global part of the effective interferometer (Fig. 2C, right) is stabilized by singlephoton-level homodyne phase detection with feedback on a fiber stretcher: a small fraction of the
strong reference-light beam is directed into the single-photon path and the interference is measured
using the same detectors used for entanglement generation.

20

This architecture provides scalability in the number of nodes, and a higher feedback bandwidth
compared to our previous implementation on a single link (Fig. S9, see (27) for details). In our
current implementation, the central node – Bob – has combining optics to merge the signals coming
from Alice and Charlie, so that the single-photon detectors can be shared by the two links.
5
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Crucially, this architecture enables the successive generation of entanglement on the two
elementary links as required for network protocols exploiting multi-node entanglement. We
benchmark its performance by running entanglement generation on both elementary links within
a single experimental sequence (Fig. 2D). We achieve fidelities of the entangled Bell states
5

exceeding 0.8 for both links (Fig. 2E), on par with the highest fidelity reported for this protocol
for a single link (14). For the same fidelity, the entangling rates are slightly higher than in Ref.
(14) (9 Hz and 7 Hz for links Alice-Bob and Bob-Charlie, respectively), despite the additional
channel loss from connecting the two links. The main sources of infidelity are the probability α
that both nodes emit a photon, remaining optical phase uncertainty and double excitation during

10

the optical pulse (see Table S2 and (27)). A detailed physical model including known error sources
is used here and below for comparison to the experimental data (27); predictions by the model are
indicated by the grey bars in the correlation and fidelity plots.
Memory qubit performance and real-time feed-forward operations
In order to distribute entangled states across multiple nodes, generated entangled states must be

15

stored in additional qubits while new entanglement links are created. Carbon-13 nuclear spins are
excellent candidates for such memory qubits thanks to their long coherence times, controllability
and isolation from the control drives on the electronic qubit (30). Recent work (31) indicated that
their storage fidelity under network activity is mainly limited by dephasing errors resulting from
the coupling to the electronic spin that is randomized on failed entanglement generation. It was

20

suggested that the memory robustness to such errors may be further improved by operating under
an increased applied magnetic field. Here we use a magnetic field of 189 mT for our central node,
as opposed to ~40 mT used in past experiments (19, 31).

6
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This higher field puts much stricter demands on the relative field stability in order to not affect the
qubit frequencies; we achieve an order of magnitude reduction in field fluctuations by actively
stabilizing the temperature of the sample holder, which in turn stabilizes the permanent magnet
inside the cryostat (27). Additionally, the higher magnetic field splits the two optical transitions
5

used for electronic spin initialization, hindering fast qubit resets; the addition of a second
initialization laser, frequency locked to the first one with an offset of 480 MHz, enables us to
maintain high-fidelity (>0.99) and fast (few microsecond) resets (27).
We measure the fidelity of stored states on Bob’s memory qubit for a varying number of
entanglement generation attempts (Fig. 3). The two eigenstates (± Z) do not show appreciable

10

decay as we increase the number of entanglement generation attempts, as expected from the pure
dephasing nature of the process (31). The superposition states degrade with an average decay
constant of N 1/e ≈1800 attempts. To gain insight into the contribution of network activity to this
decay, we repeat these measurements in the absence of entanglement attempts, in which case
dephasing of the memory qubit is mainly due to uncontrolled interactions with nearby nuclear

15

spins. We find this intrinsic dephasing time to be T2* = 11.6(2) ms, equivalent to the duration of
≈2000 entanglement generation attempts. We conclude that the intrinsic dephasing accounts for
most of the decay observed under network activity, indicating the desired robustness. For the
experiments discussed below, we use a timeout of 450 attempts before the sequence is restarted,
as a balance between optimizing entanglement generation rate and fidelity of the stored state.

20

Executing protocols over quantum networks requires real-time feed-forward operations among the
various nodes: measurement outcomes at the heralding station or at nodes need to be translated
into quantum gates on other nodes. We implement an asynchronous bi-directional serial
communication scheme between micro-controllers at the nodes, enabling both the required timing
7
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synchronization of the nodes as well as exchanging feed-forward information for the quantum
network protocols (27). Furthermore, we integrate the feed-forward operations with local
dynamical decoupling protocols that actively protect the communication qubits from decoherence.
The resulting methods enable us to run multi-node protocols in a heralded fashion: “flag” signals
5

indicate in real time the successful execution of (sub)protocols and generation of desired states
which are then available for further use, thus critically enhancing the efficiency and removing the
need for any post-selection.
Demonstration of multi-node network protocols
We now turn to the full operation of the three-node network that combines the different elements

10

discussed above. We perform two canonical network protocols: the distribution of genuine
multipartite entanglement and entanglement swapping to two non-nearest-neighbor nodes.
In both protocols, the sequence depicted in Figure 4A is used to establish a remote entangled state
on each of the two links. This sequence starts with a preparation step (depicted only in Fig. S10)
that synchronizes the micro-controllers of the nodes and makes sure that the NV centers in each

15

node are in the desired charge state and in resonance with all the relevant lasers. After initialization
of the memory qubit, the first entangled state is prepared on the link Alice-Bob. We interleave
blocks of entanglement generation attempts with phase stabilization cycles. Once Alice-Bob
entanglement is heralded, Alice’s entangled qubit is subject to a dynamical decoupling sequence
while awaiting further communication from the other nodes. At Bob, deterministic quantum logic

20

is used to swap the other half of the entangled state to the memory qubit.
The second part of the phase stabilization is then executed, followed by the generation of remote
entanglement between the communication qubits of Bob and Charlie. In case of a timeout (no
success within the pre-set number of attempts), the full protocol is restarted. In case of success, a
8
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dynamical decoupling sequence is started on Charlie’s communication qubit analogous to the
protocol on Alice. At Bob, a Z-rotation is applied to the memory qubit to compensate for the
acquired phase that depends linearly on the (a priori unknown) number of entanglement attempts.
This gate is implemented through a XY4 decoupling sequence on the communication qubit, with
5

a length set in real time by the micro-controller based on which entanglement attempt was
successful (27). After this step, the two links each share an entangled state ready for further
processing: one between the communication qubit at Alice and the memory qubit at Bob, and one
between the communication qubits of Bob and Charlie.
The first protocol we perform is the generation of a multipartite entangled GHZ state across the

10

three nodes. The circuit diagram describing our protocol is depicted in Figure 4B. We first entangle
the two qubits at Bob, followed by measurement of the communication qubit in a suitably chosen
basis. The remaining three qubits are thereby projected into one of 4 possible GHZ-like states,
which are all equivalent up to a basis rotation. The specific basis rotation depends both on the
measurement outcome at Bob and on which Bell states ( Ψ+ or Ψ− ) were generated in the first

15

part of the sequence, which in turn depends on which two photon detectors heralded the remote
entangled states. These outcomes are communicated and processed in real time and the
corresponding feed-forward operations are applied at Charlie. As a result, the protocol is able to
achieve delivery of the same GHZ state GHZ

ABC

(

)

= 000 + 111 / 2 , irrespective of the

intermediate outcomes. Here, we choose to herald only on Bob reporting the 0 readout outcome,
20

because the asymmetry in the communication qubit readout fidelities renders this outcome more
faithful (27). Additionally, this choice automatically filters out events in which the NV center of
Bob was in the incorrect charge state or off resonance (occurrence ≈ 10% in this experiment, see
9
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(27)). With this heralding choice, the protocol delivers GHZ states at a rate of approximately
1/(90s).
We extract the fidelity to the ideal GHZ state from correlation measurements by using

(

F = 1 + IZZ + ZIZ + ZZI + XXX − XYY − YXY − YYX
5

)/ 8

and

find

F=0.538(18) (Fig. 4C). The state fidelity above 0.5 certifies the presence of genuine multipartite
entanglement distributed across the three nodes (32).
In this experiment, the fidelities of the entangled states on the elementary links bound the fidelity
of the heralded GHZ state to about 0.66. Other relevant error sources are dephasing of the memory
qubit and accumulation of small quantum gate errors (see Table S4). We emphasize that, contrary

10

to earlier demonstrations of distributed GHZ states with photonic qubits (25) and ensemble-based
memories (26) that relied on post-selection, we achieve heralded GHZ state generation: a real-time
heralding signal indicates the reliable delivery of the states.
The second protocol, illustrated in Figure 5A, demonstrates entanglement swapping of the two
direct links into an entangled state of the outer two nodes. Once entanglement is established on the

15

two links as described above, the central part of the entanglement swapping is executed: Bob, the
central node, performs a Bell state measurement (BSM) on its two qubits. One way to read this
protocol is that the BSM induces teleportation of the state stored on Bob’s memory qubit to
Charlie, by consuming the entangled state shared by Bob’s communication qubit and Charlie.
Since the state teleported to Charlie was Bob’s share of an entangled state with Alice, the

20

teleportation establishes direct entanglement between Alice and Charlie.
After the BSM is completed, we perform a charge and resonance (CR) check on Bob to prevent
heralding on events in which the NV center of Bob was in the incorrect charge state or off

10
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resonance. We note that this CR check was not employed in the heralding procedure of the GHZ
generation protocol because its current implementation induces decoherence on Bob’s memory
qubit, which is part of the final GHZ state to be delivered.
To complete the entanglement swapping, feed-forward operations are performed at Charlie to
5

account in real-time for the different measurement outcomes, analogous to the previous protocol,
resulting in the delivery of the Bell state Φ+

AC

(

)

= 00 + 11 / 2 .

We assess the performance of the entanglement swapping by measuring three two-node correlators
on the generated Bell state shared by Alice and Charlie. Since the BSM is performed with local
quantum logic and single-shot readout, it is (except for the CR check step) a deterministic
10

operation. However, given the asymmetry in the readout errors as discussed above, the fidelity of
the final state will depend on the readout outcomes. Figure 5B shows the results of the correlation
measurements on the delivered state for heralding on Bob obtaining twice the outcome 0 ,
yielding a state fidelity of F=0.587(28). Figure 5C compares the state fidelities across the different
BSM outcomes, displaying the expected lower fidelities for outcomes of 1 and an average

15

fidelity over all outcomes of F=0.551(13). The combined heralding rate is 1/(40s). The sources of
infidelity are similar to the ones discussed above (see Table S5). This experiment constitutes the
first demonstration of entanglement swapping from previously stored remote entangled states,
enabled by the network’s ability to asynchronously establish heralded elementary entanglement
links, to store these entangled states and then efficiently consume them to teleport entanglement

20

to distant nodes.

11
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Conclusion and outlook
In summary, we have demonstrated the realization of a multi-node quantum network. We achieved
multipartite entanglement distribution across the three nodes and any-to-any connectivity through
entanglement swapping. It is noteworthy that the data acquisition for the network protocols has
5

been performed fully remotely due to the COVID19 pandemic, highlighting the versatility and
stability of our architecture. Near-term advances in the capabilities and performance of the network
will be driven by further reducing the infidelities of the elementary links (27), by adding new subprotocols such as novel control methods (30), decoupling sequences (31) and repetitive readout
(33) for the nuclear spin qubits, by improved photonic interfaces to enhance the entangling rates

10

(34–36), and by improved control over the charge state of the NV center (37).
Our results open the door to exploring advanced multi-node protocols and larger entangled states,
for instance by extending the local registers at the nodes. We note that a fully controlled ten-qubit
register has recently been demonstrated on a similar device (30). Furthermore, the network
provides a powerful platform for developing and testing higher-level quantum network control

15

layers (38–40), such as the recently proposed link layer protocol for quantum networks (41).
Quantum frequency conversion of the NV photons (42) can be used to interface the network nodes
with deployed telecom fiber, opening the door to near-term quantum network tests over
metropolitan distances. Finally, we expect the methods developed here to provide guidance for
similar platforms reaching the same level of maturity in the future (43–46).

12
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Fig. 1. The three-node quantum network. (A) Layout of the network. Three nodes, labelled
Alice, Bob and Charlie, are located in two separate labs. Each node contains an NV center
5

communication qubit (purple). At Bob, an additional nuclear spin qubit (orange) is used in the
presented experiments. Fiber connections between the nodes (lengths indicated) enable remote
entanglement generation on the links Alice-Bob and Bob-Charlie, which, combined with local
quantum logic, allow for entanglement to be shared between all nodes (wiggly lines). (B) Left:
simplified schematic of the optical setup at each node (see Fig. S1, Table S1 and (27) for additional

10

details). Right: Diagram of the relevant levels of the electronic spin qubit, showing optical
transitions for remote entanglement generation and readout (“entangling”), qubit reset (“reset”),
and resonant microwaves (“MW”) for qubit control (see Figs. S2-3 for additional details). The
memory qubit at Bob is initialized, controlled and read out via the electronic qubit (Fig. S4).
Optical transition frequencies are tuned via the DC bias voltages (VDC). (C) Tuning of the optical

15

“entangling” transition at each of the three nodes. Solid line is the working point, 470.45555 THz,
dashed line is a guide to the eye.
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Fig. 2. Establishing remote entanglement in a network architecture. (A) Circuit diagram of
the single-photon entanglement protocol, where θα = 2cos−1

( α ). (B) Sketch of three quantum

network nodes in line configuration, showing the two effective interferometers. (C) Phase
5

stabilization diagram of the Alice – Bob link, highlighting the local interferometers (left) and the
global interferometer (right). See (27) for further details. (D) Experimental sequence to generate
Bell pairs on both Alice-Bob (A-B) and Bob-Charlie (B-C) links. Dashed boxes display
measurements used in (E). (E) Correlation measurements on entangled states on A-B (top) and B-
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C (bottom) links. Left (right) corresponds to Ψ+

( Ψ ) states. Shown are observed probabilities
−

for outcomes (from left to right) 00, 01, 10 and 11 for correlation measurements in the bases XX
(blue), YY (orange) and ZZ (green). Grey bars depict values from the theoretical model. Error bars
indicate one standard deviation.
5
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Fig. 3. Memory qubit coherence under network activity. (Top) Circuit diagram displaying the
experimental sequence, with n the number of entanglement attempts. (Bottom) Blue: measured
Bloch vector length of memory qubit eigenstates (triangles) and superposition states (circles)
5

versus entanglement attempts, for α = 0.05 . Orange: measured superposition decay versus time
in the absence of entanglement attempts. Solid lines are fits, yielding decay constants of N 1/e =
1843 ± 32 (2042 ± 36) with (without) entanglement generation attempts (see Table S3 and (27) for
further details).
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Fig. 4. Distribution of genuine multipartite entanglement across the quantum network. (A)
Circuit diagram displaying the experimental sequence used to establish entanglement on both
elementary links. (B) Circuit diagram displaying the experimental sequence for distributing a
5

three-partite GHZ state across the three nodes. (C) Outcomes of correlation measurements and the
resulting fidelity of the heralded GHZ state, demonstrating genuine multipartite entanglement.
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Fig. 5. Entanglement swapping on a multi-node quantum network. (A) Circuit diagram
displaying the experimental sequence for entanglement swapping, yielding an entangled state
shared between the two non-connected nodes. (B) Outcomes of correlation measurements on the
5

heralded entangled state shared between Alice and Charlie for the selected Bell-state measurement
outcome (see main text). (C) State fidelities for different outcomes of Bob’s Bell-state
measurement (green) and the state fidelity averaged over all outcomes (blue).
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